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DC
extravaganza!

30 Ideas in ? Minutes

with your MC Lisa Van Gemert

1
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Go!
3
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Supporting Big Ideas with Evidence
IDENTIFY A UNIVERSAL
THEME & WRITE IT AS A
STATEMENT IN THE ROOF.

Use the element as a
graphic organizer…
MAKE A VALUABLE CONNECTION TO CONTENT, YOURSELF, OR THE WORLD
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details

details

details

Content/Problem/Story
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Canva.com

student self-reflection
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Student creates own
reflection of work…
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How would your teacher last year have
explained this?

Write better questions

Why would you use this in science?
When do you think you’ll use this again
in your future?
Is this more important to a writer or an
reader?
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Do you think this will become more or
less important to you over time?
Why would a test writer think this was
worth creating a test question for?
How different do you think this is from
when your parents learned it?

6th Grade World Cultures: Student Task:
Develop five questions about the growth of
urban societies and changes in societies
(due to social class divisions, slavery,
divisions of labor between men and women)
using at least four Depth & Complexity
elements.
(add Blooms or DOK or constrict to specific elements for even more direction)

How different do you think you feel
about this than your teacher does?
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1st Grade Science:

• What do plants do to spread seeds
when there aren’t enough birds?
• What would make a bird eat one
seed over another?
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1st Grade Science:
• Which do you think came first, ice or
water?
• Both plants and animals need water,
animals need food, and plants need
light. What does water need? Ice?
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Goalsetting

19

20

Student creates own goals
for grading period…

21
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Sociograms with
Details

23
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List three traits of each character and then show how that character is
connected to the character(s) with whom they share connectors.
Chester
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Tucker Mouse
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Harry Cat
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Mama Bellini
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Mr. Smedley
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Sai Fong
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
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Move from fluency
to mastery

27

7th Grade Math

Find the distance between the two points
on each number line by counting the
number of spaces between the two points.

28

Write a rule that explains how to find the
distance between a positive integer and a
negative integer.

The word “integer” is from the Latin
from in- "not" + root of tangere "to
touch.” It means “whole” or
“untouched.”
Why is this a good name for this set of
numbers?
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Compare & contrast the numbers to the left
and right of zero on the number line.

The section of the number line between
two numbers is called an “interval.”
What would be another word that
would be a good term for this?

31

Left

Right

32

What would happen if a number line
were not a straight line?
Create a visual representation of real
numbers that is not a straight line.

What are these except different
types of thinking?

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of your
representation?
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Moving around
Bloom’s

35
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7th Grade Science:

Gather evidence to support the Big Idea
that
the rock cycle mimics the
rise
or decline of civilizations
...
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7th Grade Science:

Analyze the elements in the piece
to create a pattern from the
perspective of the color wheel.

Make a flow chart prioritizing the details
of the rock cycle that support the
generalization that “one change leads to
another.”
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let student interest
influence task
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8th Grade US History: American Revolution

A scavenger hunt for
struggling learners

An escape room for the math lovers
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Artsy students create
a rebus of the
Declaration
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lesson pacing

45
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Using Depth & Complexity
for the poles will increase
mental engagement.

Lessons are a lot like this.
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setting up a
classroom

49

50

Be sure to
share the

+

51
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classroom
management

53

54
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Thank you for making a better choice.

You have the power to choose:
1. Talk with me.
2. I talk with a parent.
3. You talk with the principal.
55
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Let’s go through the
whole list o’ elements!
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Using Screencast-o-Matic, record a
tutorial explaining the top ten facts
about the water cycle.

Create a linear array of three terms
from the water cycle.
+

atmosphere

59

precipitation

infiltration

+

groundwater
storage

ocean
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Using the Thinking Map of your choice,
illustrate the water cycle.

Compare a Big Idea of the water cycle
to a Big Idea of the food web. Present
your findings in an infomercial.

Explain why you chose the Thinking
Map you did.

+

VS.
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Follow the water cycle over the course
of two days in this demonstration.

Using Sutori.com, create a timeline showing the
changing understanding of the water cycle.
Include the views of Bernard Palissy, Leonardo da
Vinci, and at least one ancient text.
+
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Write two cinquain poems about the
water cycle, one from the perspective
of a water droplet and one from the
perspective of groundwater.
+

Give them the water cycle out of order
and have them correct it.
+

raindrop
bun-shape droplet
falling, splashing, soaking
bringing green, vibrant life
precipitation
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Investigate quality resources, then
create a graphic describing the trend
in the amount of water on the Earth.

How many kinds of ice are there?

+

+

Why do some bodies of water get
polluted while others don’t?
Which is more valuable to animals, a
river or a lake?
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Is it fair to interfere with the water
cycle by building dams, even though
they often provide a clean energy
+
source?
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70

6

self-differentiate
math

2
7
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8
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16
11

4

9
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7

8
2

x 32 - 80

+8–9=

6

4

16
11
9
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What I used to do

strengthen existing
resources
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Result

What I do now
“We’re learning the –am
pattern.”
“How does Tam feel
about yams?”
“What kind of jam do you
think is Tam’s favorite?”
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Result [track differences]
Note: We need this level, but
we cannot stay there.
When they can’t read or write
responses to the high level
questions, record your
questions & let them record
their answers.
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Half-way
there!
Isn’t this just so fun? #teacherhack
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Store your stuff.

Be generous
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Want to really get into it? Share with the socials.

And then share it.
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find a friend

87

88

What content is a natural fit?

Who would be open to collaboration?
89
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What content is less obvious fit?

91

Send an email or have a convo!

92

personalize

93
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Sort the animals into
three categories based
on what you think they
mean.
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Is it fair to say that the
donkey means…?
What would have to
happen or change to
make the wolf more
dog-like?
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combine with graphic
organizers
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Pick a
character
from the
story.
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I like Thinking Maps.
Alot.

Identify
four traits
of that
character.

story.
For two of the
traits, list two
consequences of
that trait. If the
consequence is
positive, put a +
sign next to it.

positive, put a +
sign next to it.

Thinking of what you just identified and
considered, do you think the character’s traits were
a hindrance or a help to him/her and why?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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story.

positive, put a +
sign next to it.

Think of four reasons George Washington should have been a king instead of
the president. Then, on the other side, think of four future consequences that
would have happened if he had become a king.

Thinking of what you just identified and
considered, do you think the character’s traits were
a hindrance or a help to him/her and why?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Is it fair for one person to be the king or queen for
life? Why would it be better or worse to take turns?
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Is it possible for a truly free people
to have a king or queen? If not, is
England really free? Would the
English agree they are less free?
_________________________________
_________________________________

use with digital
activities
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109
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use instead of a quiz

111
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Think of four reasons George Washington should have been a king instead of the president.
Then, on the other side of the Thinking Map, think of four future consequences that would
What would happen if you moved the blue whale
have happened if he had become a king.

Instead of this, how about…

What animal is the closest land
animal to the blue whale in size
AND personality?

What do you think is a blue
whale’s favorite number and
whY?

up one level in the food chain?

Why is it a good idea or not for one animal to be so
Is it possible for a truly free people to have a king or queen? If not, is England really free?
than
other animals in the ocean?
Would themuch
Englishbigger
agree they
are the
less free?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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better than KWL

115
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• menti

117
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Making it easier for
absent students to
catch up
119

120
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The

problem(s):

• Absent students often didn’t complete the
make-up work.
• Students said they didn’t do the make-up
work because they “didn’t understand it.”
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The solution!
122

Use it with screencasting for when kids are
absent…it clues in on thinking, not just doing!
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use with hyperdocs

125
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Hyperdocs

by Halina HG2465@gmail.com
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129
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give lots of different
kinds of practice

131

First: Task Cards

132
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First: Graphing Lines &
Killing Zombies

133

Next: Mad Libs!

134

An important way to check if you’ve given multiple,
different possible ways to arrive at the skill or
content mastery is to evaluate

how many lenses
of the framework
you’ve used.
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What are the
three basic ways
animals get food
in the food chain?

diversifying an
activity

List them in a
puzzle piece.
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Define an apex
predator on the
back of a puzzle
piece & draw one
on the front of the
puzzle piece.

139

Create a food
pyramid of
specific animals
with five tropic
levels.
List the animals in
order on a puzzle
piece, apex
predator on top.
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On the last puzzle piece,
you may choose to do
any of the following:
Write an epitaph for the
grave of a decomposer.
Describe what would
happen to your food chain
if your apex predator
became extinct.
Investigate & share your
findings on which is more
vulnerable to climate
change, producers or
consumers?
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menus!

making choice menus
stronger

143

Draw a triangular prism.
Label how many faces,
edges, and vertices it
has.

Which stop sign do you
think most drivers
prefer, the octagon, or
the circle with an
inverted triangle & why?

Create a riddle
involving a hexagon.

Following the naming
convention, name the
polygons with 65, 47,
and 82 sides.

Why should/should not
monogons and/or
digons be recognized
as polygons?

Draw three nonexamples of a
polygon.

Describe the
connection between
polygons and
honeybees or lava.

Create a t-chart
naming five shapes
and their number of
vertices.
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Create a map using a
rhombus, a pentagon, a
hexagon, an octagon,
and a decagon.
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test reflection
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Ian’s Idea:

147
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Use it to organize foldables for interactive
notebooks!

with foldables
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communicate with
parents
153

154

balancing crosswords

155
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Colonial Exploration
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You
did it!
giftedguru.com/ttess
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